In a number of recent papers, Michael Bratman has defended a policy-based theory of identification which represents the most sophisticated and compelling development of a broadly hierarchical approach to the problems about identification which Harry Frankfurt drew our attention to over thirty years ago.\textsuperscript{1} Elsewhere I have argued that hierarchical accounts like Frankfurt’s cannot avoid well-known problems with higher-order regresses, and that as a result we should adopt a broadly value-based model in their place.\textsuperscript{2} Since Bratman motivates his own view with objections to value-based approaches, and since his positive hierarchical proposal is both interesting and important in its own right, it is certainly worth considering the viability of his account in some detail.\textsuperscript{3}

In what follows, I summarize the bare essentials of Bratman’s view, and then raise doubts about both its necessity and sufficiency. Finally I consider his objections to rival value-based models, and find those objections to be less compelling than he makes them out to be. Unfortunately, given limitations of space, the development of a positive alternative to Bratman’s account will have to wait for another occasion.

1. Identification and the Two Standard Approaches

Discussions of identification are typically prompted by the intuitively plausible results of certain forceful examples. Thus in Frankfurt’s now famous case, an addict unwillingly ends up satisfying his desire for drugs despite having vehemently resisted the control it has over him.
(1971). And in David Velleman’s interesting example, a person is surprised to find his voice rising and his temper flaring during a long-anticipated meeting with an old friend towards whom he has slowly and unknowingly been accumulating grievances in his mind for years (1992, p. 126). In these and other well-known cases, the agent in question has somehow failed to identify with the mental states responsible for issuing in her activity, and as a result has thereby failed to identify with the activity itself. In fact, it may even turn out that she is alienated from the causal antecedents of her behavior, and thus from her perspective on the world it is no longer her acting but rather something else with which she has not aligned herself.

Much of the literature on identification has focused on trying to better understand the various mental relations we can bear to our desires. The following three relations have been discussed most often:

(i) From the first person perspective, an agent:
   (a) Reflects upon a given desire (or its intentional object).
   (b) Endorses that desire (or its intentional object).
   In such a case, the agent identifies with that desire.

(ii) From the first person perspective, an agent:
    (a) Reflects upon a given desire (or its intentional object).
    (b) Rejects that desire (or its intentional object).
    In such a case, the agent is alienated from that desire.

(iii) From the first person perspective, an agent:
    (a) Does not reflect upon a given desire (or its intentional object).
    In such a case, the agent is a wanton with respect to that desire.

Note that these three options are not exhaustive; after all, an agent may reflect upon a given desire, and yet be confused about whether to endorse or reject it. Nonetheless, these will be the three central relations for our purposes in this paper.

By way of illustrating these relations, we can return to the two examples mentioned at the start of this section. Frankfurt’s example serves as a helpful case of desire alienation; the addict
has a strong desire for drugs but nonetheless has reflected on that desire (or perhaps has reflected more directly on the pursuit of drugs itself) and has rejected it. In Frankfurt’s own words, the unwilling addict, “hates his addiction and always struggles desperately, although to no avail, against its thrust” (1971, p. 17). Velleman’s example, on the other hand, is an interesting case of someone who is a wanton with respect to a certain part of his mental life; various mental states seem to have been at work subconsciously in the person’s mental life prior to the long-anticipated meeting with the old friend, and much to his surprise suddenly come to the surface when the meeting finally occurs.  

Clearly any substantive theory of identification must provide a positive account of what endorsement and rejection amount to, and here hierarchical and value-based approaches have emerged as the two most promising strategies. Bratman himself provides a helpful catalog of the main features of the former approach when it comes to desire endorsement:

(i) The agent has a second-order attitude towards the desire.

(ii) The second-order attitude is a conative attitude which constitutes a commitment on the part of the agent such that he or she is appropriately settled on the role of the first-order desire.

(iii) The second-order attitude is concerned with certain kinds of forward-looking functioning of the first-order desire, and includes this guidance of the first-order desire in its own functioning (2003a, p. 224).

For example, according to Frankfurt’s original 1971 proposal, desire identification involves the presence of what Frankfurt called a second-order volition, or higher-order desire that the first-order desire in question effectively motivate the agent (1971, p. 16).

Valuational or value-based accounts of desire identification, on the other hand, typically require some kind of cognitive endorsement of the normative acceptability of the desire’s intentional object. Such cognitive endorsement could, for instance, take the form of a belief
about the goodness of that towards which the desire is aimed. By way of illustration, consider someone who is actually a *willing* rather than an unwilling user of drugs. On the valuational approach, we could understand such a person as having a first-order desire to take drugs together with a belief that his taking drugs is good or valuable. Similarly, an *unwilling* addict could simply be someone with the same first-order desire together with a belief in the wrongness of his drug use. Note that second-order desires might still have a role to play in particular value-based proposals, but only if they are appropriately grounded first in the agent’s relevant evaluative norms.

2. Bratman’s View

Bratman’s policy-based approach to identification has undergone a series of refinements to the point at which it is now a rather complicated view. Here is his core thesis:

(BR) An agent S identifies with desire D iff S has a non-instrumental higher-order self-governing policy, with which she is satisfied, in support of D’s functioning, by way of that very policy, as end-setting for practical reasoning (2002, p. 77).9

Fortunately we can safely ignore many of the nuances of Bratman’s account; all we need for our purposes is Bratman’s appeal to the notions of policies, end-setting, and satisfaction.

Bratman explicitly follows Frankfurt in adopting a hierarchical theory of identification. Admittedly, whereas Frankfurt initially appealed to second-order volitions, Bratman instead thinks that we need to make use of what he calls self-governing policies (2002, p. 76). But as far as their ontology is concerned, such policies are still second-order pro-attitudes with a world-to-mind direction of fit. More precisely, they are second-order intentions, where to be an intention is to be a mental state which is irreducible to some combination of beliefs and desires.10 Furthermore, what distinguishes those intentions which serve as policies is that their contents are in an appropriate sense *general*, since they concern “one’s deliberation and deliberative action in
repeated occurrences of situations of certain types” (2001, p. 322). Examples of self-governing polices might include, “developing and supporting a strong concern with honesty in writing, or of trying to be more willing to be playful or less inclined to be impatient with others, or of trying not to be so attracted to chocolates or to other temptations” (2000a, p. 47-8).

But a self-governing policy can exhibit a variety of different kinds of concern for intentional attitudes or courses of action, and so according to Bratman a policy-based approach to identification needs to specify the precise way in which such policies are supposed to endorse mental states, and in particular first-order desires. One non-starter is to say that the policy supports treating the relevant desire as issuing in action. For as Frankfurt noted long ago, an agent can identify with two desires while recognizing that he can only act on one of them (Bratman 1996, p. 195-196). So instead Bratman quite reasonably seizes on a plausible alternative, namely that the policies at issue support the agent’s treating her first-order desire as providing a justifying reason in motivationally efficacious practical reasoning.

Naturally enough, such a move raises worries about circularity, since after all one might think that for an agent to treat a desire as a justifying reason requires that she first have identified with it. Hence we get Bratman’s talk of ‘end-setting’:

A desire for [end] E functions as end-setting for practical reasoning when that desire motivates by way of a process of practical reasoning that appeals to E as a justifying end (2002, p. 75, emphasis his).

Thus according to Bratman, a desire can function as end-setting in this way even though the agent does not reflectively endorse that functioning (2001, p. 323, 2002, p. 74). For example, participants in Stanley Milgram’s famous shock experiments could be understood as desiring to continue their participation out of norms of obedience, even though they would not endorse such desires and their corresponding actions. For them, their desire to participate functioned as end-
setting, but they did not endorse and hence identify with that desire (2001, p. 321, 2002, p. 74-5). The fact that end-setting and identification can come apart modally is thus supposed to eschew any worries we might have about circularity.

So a desire’s functioning as end-setting is not sufficient on Bratman’s view for an agent to identify with such functioning. But he thinks that we can get much closer to sufficiency if we build such functioning into the very content of a higher-order self-governing policy whose concern then would be to oversee the role of the first-order desire in the agent’s practical reasoning.

Finally, Bratman is well aware that a hierarchical theory of identification must show how to avoid regresses of higher-order pro-attitudes. After all, it seems that an agent can be alienated from a second-order attitude just as much as she can from a first-order one, and merely appealing to a still higher-order state only serves to leave open the same possibility of alienation at that level while also increasing the number of mental states at work in the theory. How is Bratman’s proposal (BR) supposed to address this concern? Here is where the third important notion of satisfaction is meant to play a role. For Bratman thinks that one can identify with a self-governing policy without requiring other second-order or still higher-order attitudes to bear appropriate relations to that policy. Instead, and again following an earlier proposal by Frankfurt (1992, p. 13-14), Bratman claims that it merely needs to be the case that the policy does not conflict with other self-governing policies about which desires to treat as reason-giving that the agent happens to have at the moment.

Unfortunately, despite its impressive sophistication, Bratman’s policy-based hierarchical theory seems to be neither necessary nor sufficient for an agent to identify with his first-order desires. Let us take each of these claims in turn.
3. Against the Sufficiency of (BR)

The sufficiency of Bratman’s account rests in large part upon the adequacy of his appeal to satisfaction. Recall that satisfaction is characterized rather narrowly as the absence of conflicts with other standing policies. But this seems inadequate when it comes to ruling out a number of other kinds of conflicts which could potentially lead to discord in the agent and her resultant failure to align herself with a particular first-order desire.

One such kind of case involves a conflict between a second-order policy and a particular second-order desire. As we noted above, two essential features of policies according to Bratman are that they must be non-reducible intentions and that their contents must be general. And given what we are told about satisfaction, (BR) ends up being compatible with the additional presence of a strong second-order desire that a particular first-order desire not serve as a justifying reason, at least not in this one case. But intuitively a conflict between such a second-order desire and the agent’s general policy in favor of treating first-order desires of this kind as end-setting, could lead to the agent’s failure to identify with his first-order desire.

Here is an example. Suppose that a married man has a standing first-order desire to remain faithful to his wife, and that this desire is backed up by a general policy which meets Bratman’s conditions as outlined in (BR). But one day the man finds himself in an especially tempting situation, and forms both a powerful first-order desire for a particular woman as well as a strong second-order desire (rather than an intention or decision) that his first-order desire to remain faithful to his wife not serve as justifying in his motivationally efficacious practical reasoning, at least not for the moment. Then it seems at least possible for him to no longer fully align himself and thereby identify with the first-order desire to remain faithful. In other words, during the sexual affair itself it doesn’t seem to be necessarily true that he would experience his
desire for the woman as an alienating force, while at the same time his will is doing what it can to resist his body’s actions. And a few hours later, the husband could be realigned with his general policy and his desire to remain faithful. In the meantime, though, it seems possible that the policy could be set to one side as having authority for the agent. Admittedly, the husband may never have been alienated throughout from his first-order desire to remain faithful, but identification and alienation are not mutually exhaustive standpoints, and a momentary failure to identify with his first-order desire is all that is needed to demonstrate the insufficiency of (BR).

In the same way, third-order versus second-order conflicts also pose trouble for (BR). An agent might have a second-order policy, but come to desire that she not have that policy towards the relevant first-order desire. Such a third-order desire need not itself be a policy, and it need not be one from which the agent is alienated either. Indeed, the considerations at work in forming the third-order desire could be considerations about which the agent cares a great deal more than those involved in forming the policy. As a result, the third-order desire can make the agent deeply regret a particular policy and wish that it be abandoned or at least significant revised.

Alternatively, rather than desiring that she not have a particular policy, the agent could simply cease to care directly about, for instance, her having a strong concern for honesty in writing, to use one of Bratman’s own examples (2000a, p. 47). In general, there needn’t be a specific event which transpires in such a way that the agent no longer cares about her policies; she could just wake up one day and find that some of them leave her cold. At other moments, of course, the contributing factors might be quite clearly defined if, for example, the agent is suffering from depression, enervation, exhaustion, listlessness, and the like. Regardless of the causal factors at work, it seems that a failure to care could lead an agent to not fully align herself with such a policy.
Finally, to use a kind of case towards which I am particularly sympathetic, the agent might reflect upon the normative desirability of having such a policy in the first place. Suppose that after much consideration, she forms the belief that having this particular second-order intention is not a good thing, without yet taking the time to consider which opposing policies to adopt. Then if she reflectively acknowledges both the presence of this belief and the continued existence of the intention, it might be that the importance her values have for her leads her to side with her normative judgment and hence causes her to cease to identify with the operations of the standing policy. So long as the considerations at work in forming the normative judgment have greater importance for her than those which were responsible for the policy, any subsequent actions caused by the policy would be instances of weakness of will with which the agent would not align herself.  

I do not take the above catalog of counterexamples to the sufficiency of Bratman’s account to be exhaustive; still other cases may be available. Taken together, however, what such cases aim to show is that Bratman’s narrow construal of satisfaction will have to be broadened considerably in order to account for the possibility of conflicts with both an agent’s cognitive and non-cognitive mental states. Yet at the same time, there are limits to how broad such a construal should be; as Bratman himself rightly notes, “[w]e should not require the complete absence of conflict” (1996, p. 200).

Thus the challenge for Bratman is to revise his account of satisfaction in such a way that certain conflicts between self-governing policies and either normative beliefs or higher-order non-cognitive states must not exist in order for an agent to identify with his desires, while also allowing there to be other innocuous forms of psychological conflict with the policy. In addition, such an account of satisfaction will have to separate out the two kinds of conflicts on principled
grounds; after all, using the examples given above it would be rather easy to put together a list of troublesome mental states in an *ad hoc* fashion. While I have no objections to the availability in theory of such an account, I also have a hard time seeing what such principled grounds could be.

4. Temporally Extended Agency

It might be thought that Bratman has already provided the resources with which to address these purported counterexamples to the sufficiency of (BR). In particular, no attention has been paid thus far to Bratman’s extensive discussion in several recent papers of temporally extended agency and the Lockean account of personal identity.\(^{24}\)

In “Two Problems about Human Agency,” Bratman nicely describes what I take to be the fundamental aim in discussions of identification, namely that of explaining how certain of an agent’s mental states and actions can be said to represent his or her own fundamental outlook on the world and hence have what Bratman calls *agential authority* (2001, p. 312).\(^{25}\) Any such explanation of agential authority takes as its foil the fact that, “[a]n agent moved by desires of which he is unaware, or on which he is incapable of reflecting, or from whose role in action he is, as we sometimes say, estranged, seems himself less the source of the activity than a locus of forces” (2001, p. 312). The goal, then, is to isolate certain kinds of psychological functioning that allow the resultant actions to have the authority to speak for the agent herself and not just be the product of causal forces in her psychology.\(^{26}\)

Do policies like those in (BR) have the authority to speak for the agent? Bratman argues that they do once we appreciate the role that intentions in general and self-governing policies in particular can play in our temporally extended agency. As an agent, I see myself as spread out over time so that, for example, I regard the completion of a project as achieved by the very same agent who started the project, namely me. For Bratman, our personal identity over time is best
understood using the familiar Lockean approach of requiring that central psychological connections be maintained over time.

From here, Bratman’s argument is straightforward:

(1) The policies in (BR) are at least some of the attitudes which “have it as a primary role to constitute and support Lockean ties of a sort that are characteristic of our temporally extended agency” (2000a, p. 46).  

The justification for (1) concerns the functional role of policies and plans, which is at least in large part to coordinate and organize temporally extended behavior through the inducement of the kinds of connections relevant to Lockean personal identity. Next, we need:

(2) The “actor is, and understands herself to be, a temporally persisting agent whose agency is temporally extended” (2000a, p. 46).

Given (1) and (2), we can infer that:

(3) The policies in (BR) at least partially constitute and support the agent herself.

(4) Hence, the policies in (BR) speak on behalf of the agent and so have agential authority.

Less formally, the basic idea is that the policies in question in (BR) allegedly serve to partially constitute and support who the agent is, and so a desire or action which they serve to legitimate also will be something with which the agent identifies.

How is this relevant to the purported counterexamples raised in the previous section? If the policies in (BR) really do constitute and support the agent’s perspective on the world, then the agent so constituted would not fail to identify with them in the face of opposing desires or normative beliefs which do not play a similar constitutive role. So perhaps (BR) is sufficient after all.

In response, one could raise various doubts about the general Lockean approach to personal identity, and my own view is that these doubts are serious enough to prompt us to look
elsewhere. Nor has Bratman himself given us any arguments for why we should adopt such an approach.

Even in the context of the Lockean framework, though, I am not convinced that the above response would work. For we need to distinguish between two explanatory claims:

(E1) The agent is aligned with the relevant policies because they partially constitute and support the Lockean ties which sustain that agent over time.

(E2) The relevant policies partially constitute and support the Lockean ties which sustain that agent over time because the agent has aligned himself with them.

Bratman seems committed to (E1), and it is this claim which is central to his general defense of (BR)’s sufficiency.

Before considering (E1), it might be wondered whether (E2) is even a viable alternative. After all, if like Bratman we are working within an event-causal framework and hence cannot appeal to a metaphysically substantive agent who can align himself with various mental states, then on what basis would an agent come to align himself with the policies in (BR)?

Here, though, is where the valuational model can appeal to its own distinctive resources. Thus, for example, it might be that alignment with a particular policy is secured through a realization of the normative desirability of having such a policy. As a result of being normatively validated, such a policy could then come to constitute and support the ties which connect the agent in the ways described by the Lockean approach.

How then do we decide between (E1) and (E2)? My view is that the intuitive force of the examples presented in the previous section militates against (E1). Here it is important to be clear about the dialectic. The previous examples purported to show that on intuitive grounds alone there is conceptual space between the policies in (BR) on the one hand, and the agent himself and his identification with those policies on the other. Suppose that they do indeed show that
there is such conceptual space. Then since the examples were stated in a way that is neutral with respect to competing theories of personal identity, they can be used as independent evidence against any view which maintains that such policies partially constitute the Lockean ties which bind the agent over time. In other words, they can be used as independent evidence against (E1).

Bratman does acknowledge that there are cases in which it is coherent for an agent to have a self-governing policy as in (BR), but there still be an open question by the agent’s own lights as to where she stands (2000a, p. 60-1). Such cases, Bratman claims, can have the following structure:

Perhaps the agent finds herself newly impressed with considerations that have not yet been articulated by her as policies or quasi-policies. Perhaps the agent suspects that these considerations may suggest revisions in her self-governing policies and/or quasi-policies. The agent is wondering whether she should continue to be committed to these policies and quasi-policies or whether she should, instead, make changes in them. This is a perfectly coherent thought (2000a, p. 60).

While I certainly agree that such a thought is perfectly coherent (as the examples from the previous section tried to suggest), such an admission seem puzzling for Bratman to make. After all, he claims that (BR) is sufficient for the relevant self-governing policy to have agential authority and hence constitute the agent’s own outlook. But as these cases involving new considerations show, the agent can adopt reflective distance from certain policies, which would be unintelligible if she were partially constituted by them. Nor does the satisfaction condition help, since as Bratman explicitly notes the considerations in question are not other policies.

While Bratman thus makes the surprising admission that such cases are coherent, he thinks that what is not coherent is the following thought: “‘I do not want to, or see any reason to change this current package of policies and quasi-policies. And I recognize that they clearly reject D. I just want to ask whether I should let them determine where I stand on the present occasion with respect to D’” (2000a, p. 61). But this is also surprising. For I might one day
think about one of my self-governing policies, not because of any newly discovered considerations which bear on the policy, but simply out of curiosity about whether it is a good thing for me to continue to maintain the policy. It could be that after further reflection I conclude that it is a good thing, and don’t give the matter any thought again. But during that time of reflective examination, it surely seems to be a coherent question that I am considering, namely whether I should continue to align myself with this policy, and hence whether I should continue to endorse or reject the first-order desire which is the concern of the policy. Thus there certainly seems to be conceptual space between myself and my view of the world on the one hand, and certain of my policies on the other. Any view which says otherwise seems to need much more argumentative support than Bratman has given in order to show that this question is not in fact coherent.

The upshot of this section, then, is that given the residual conceptual space between the policies in (BR) and the agent himself, Bratman has yet to solve the problem of explaining agential authority.\textsuperscript{35}

5. A Final Challenge to Sufficiency

Let us conclude this critical discussion of the sufficiency of (BR) by returning to Bratman’s characterization of end-setting:

A desire for [end] E \textit{functions as end-setting for practical reasoning} when that desire motivates by way of a process of practical reasoning that appeals to E as a justifying end. Such a characterization was developed as a result of Bratman’s claim that an account of desire identification can’t just concern the motivational efficacy of a desire; rather it must also concern the normative standing of that desire’s intentional object. Naturally as a defender of a valuational
approach to desire identification, I welcome such a result. But in my view, such an approach brings with it the need for separate normative beliefs to be operative as well.

The relevant question here is the following: on what basis does the agent form a policy which in part involves treating E as a justifying end?\textsuperscript{36} Presumably there must be some other mental state or states which serve as such a basis. For if an agent has a policy concerning a desire for end E, but is also at a loss as to why E should be treated as a justifying end, then the agent can experience disorientation and confusion about such a policy and the role it is playing in his practical reasoning. And such confusion is typically regarded in the literature as being incompatible with genuine identification.\textsuperscript{37}

Treating E as justifying involves regarding E as in some way normatively desirable. So where in the agent’s psychology could this normative standing for E come from? It doesn’t seem that it could result solely from prior desires or intentions that the agent has which are relevant to E. After all, the propositional content we read off from our desires and intentions is purely descriptive content like that I become a philosopher or that I vote in the election. As such, then, it is hard to see how such content could have justificatory force for the agent and sway him on normative grounds towards certain courses of action and away from others. And the same holds even for more philosophically loaded contents like that I maximize pleasure or that I act in accordance with what my fully rational self wants my less than fully rational self to want.\textsuperscript{38}

Similarly, it does not seem that E’s being regarded as normatively desirable could be the result of most of the beliefs that an agent might have. Such descriptive propositional contents as that it is raining outside or that my parents are still alive do not seem to be sufficient by themselves to lead an agent to treat an end as justifying.
But there is an exception. If through a process of deliberation an agent arrives at a belief like the following:

(*) My belief that E is good.
then the content of such a belief naturally could explain why the agent formed a policy which crucially involves treating E as normatively justifying in his practical reasoning.\textsuperscript{39}

The implication of the above is that without adding a prior normative belief to the story in (BR), Bratman’s account again may not be sufficient. And yet adding such a belief would constitute a significant concession to (if not outright acceptance of) the opposing valuational approach to identification.\textsuperscript{40}

6. The Necessity of (BR) and Disjunctivism

Let us leave issues about sufficiency behind for the moment and turn to the question of whether (BR) is necessary for desire identification.\textsuperscript{41} Bratman himself concedes that there will be pressure to countenance “cases in which, by the agent’s own lights, the evaluative judgment does fully settle the issue of ownership of relevant desires, and on the basis of this the agent is fully behind, or fully rejects, those desires” (2003a, p. 239). Thus I might have a passing whim, come to recognize that there is nothing of positive value and much of negative value to pursing the object of that whim, and so to the extent that I can, reject its influence on my subsequent behavior.

How then does Bratman propose to handle what look to be a sizable number of what he calls value-judgment-determined cases (2003a, p. 239)? His response takes the form of an argument from illusion. By showing that we will need to appeal to higher-order pro-attitudes and not just value judgments in certain cases of malfunction and underdetermination – in particular, cases involving weakness of will and ties between competing values – Bratman thinks that this
will make it ‘plausible to infer’ that we also need such attitudes in the remaining cases as well (2003a, p. 239).

Let us leave aside for now Bratman’s arguments for why we need pro-attitudes and not just value judgments in particular instances of malfunction and underdetermination; we shall see later that those arguments are less than convincing. But even granting that he is right about such cases, Bratman still needs a way to block standard disjunctivist responses to arguments from illusion. In general, disjunctivism denies that the phenomenon in question can be constructed out of an element which is had in common in both defective and veridical cases; rather the phenomenon is understood disjunctively as being either just the defective element or that element which makes the remaining cases veridical.\footnote{Thus as far as Bratman’s argument is concerned, the disjunctivist can simply allow the requisite pro-attitudes into one disjunct of an account of identification (for cases involving malfunction and underdetermination), while letting value judgments do all the work in the other.\footnote{Bratman seems to be aware of this problem, but his response underestimates the force of the disjunctivist position. For he thinks that it is enough to meet the disjunctivist’s challenge if he can reject the claim that, “it is only in value-judgment-determined cases that there is, as it were, full-blown desire ownership or rejection. The other cases I have emphasized are possible, but as cases of desire ownership or rejection they are, so to speak, second (or, in breakdown cases, third) best” (2003a, p. 240). But we don’t even have to look at the reasons he proceeds to give for rejecting this claim in order to see that such a rejection is simply orthogonal to the matter at hand. For the disjunctivist can happily grant that \textit{both} kinds of cases are instances of full-blown desire ownership or rejection while at the same time maintaining that only \textit{one} of them need involve higher-order pro-attitudes of any kind. And given the intuitive plausibility of taking the role of}}
value-judgments to be sufficient in a wide number of cases for an agent to identify with his desires, it is not at all clear what new arguments Bratman could provide in order to directly address the disjunctivist’s challenge.\textsuperscript{44}

In fairness to Bratman, he could readily admit that he has not adequately ruled out a disjunctive account of desire identification, but still insist that the burden of proof rests squarely with the advocate of this alternative view. After all, any form of disjunctivism comes out worse compared to its non-disjunctive rival on the grounds of explanatory elegance, as distinct kinds of entities are appealed to in each disjunct of the account.\textsuperscript{45} How important this desideratum is in assessing competing accounts of desire identification is difficult to evaluate, but nonetheless when other things are equal it may serve to tip the balance in favor of Bratman’s own account.

I am willing to acknowledge that there is something to this response, and furthermore that the defender of the necessity of a value-based theory of desire identification should focus primarily on responding to Bratman’s treatment of the malfunction and underdetermination cases in his argument from illusion. Having said this, however, two final points still seem worth making. First, while Bratman’s non-disjunctive account comes out ahead with respect to explanatory elegance, it may do significantly worse than the disjunctivist with respect to parsimony. Whereas Bratman is committed to the presence of his highly complex policy state in every case of desire identification, the disjunctivist can get by without it in all but a few instances of malfunction and underdetermination.

Secondly, given the manifold complexity and diversity of human deliberative processes, it is not at all unreasonable to think that different agents might come to identify with their desires using rather different mental states. Some might structure their lives around a very rigid and organized set of values, whereas others might give a great deal of leeway to their occurrent
desires. What this suggests is that the burden of proof might actually rest with Bratman and not with the disjunctivist when it comes to thinking that all reflection about our desires has to involve the presence of a token of the same specific mental type of policy in (BR) in order for desire identification to occur.

My own view is that value-based theories do not need to avail themselves of a disjunctive formulation since Bratman has not given us convincing reasons for thinking that normative beliefs are either not necessary or not sufficient for desire identification. But suppose that I am wrong about the force of Bratman’s objections. The point of this section has been to suggest that a value-based theorist should then take seriously the possibility of falling back on a disjunctive formulation of her view, since Bratman has yet to successfully rule out such a view and since there are several considerations mentioned above which seem to recommend it.

7. Purported Counterexample: Weakness of Will

Bratman describes several families of alleged counterexamples to the sufficiency of value-based alternatives to hierarchical theories of identification and alienation. Given the acknowledged plausibility of a value-based account in a significant number of cases, and given the role that these counterexamples are meant to play in grounding an argument from illusion for Bratman’s rival view, clearly a great deal of weight rests upon their proving to be successful.

The first family of examples concerns familiar instances of weakness of will. Here Bratman’s argument is primarily the following:

Perhaps I think it strictly better to be a person who forgives and turns the other cheek but nevertheless, in a kind of self-indulgence, allow into my life a willingness to express reactive anger. Though this role of my desire to express my anger diverges from my relevant evaluative judgments, it is not a desire I reject or disown (2003a, p. 227).

While the case is admittedly under-described, on the face of it there doesn’t seem to be a problem here for any sophisticated value-based account. In fact, there are at least four ways that
the valuationist can handle such cases; the choice as to which of these four is preferable can be made only once we have a more richly specified example before us.

First Response. One natural way of understanding the talk of ‘allowing into my life’ is in terms of a revision of the agent’s initial evaluative norms concerning forgiveness in such a way that they build in special exception clauses for certain forms of reactive anger. In this way, the agent’s values do end up licensing the desire in question, at least in this one instance.

Second Response. Alternatively and perhaps more naturally, it might be that the agent’s moral norms prescribe forgiveness, but in cases of reactive anger the agent’s egoistic or self-interested norms have higher priority in his mental life than do his moral norms, and thus he identifies with his angry desire in virtue of its content having been deemed normatively acceptable by this other set of evaluative standards instead. This response accords nicely with Bratman’s claim that the allowance for reactive anger was made as a ‘kind of self-indulgence.’

Third Response. Suppose, though, that the agent has arrived at what by his own lights is an all things considered judgment against reactive anger. Then it could still be true that he cares very little for the norms operative in forming that judgment, and as a result does not align himself with the judgment. This lack of identification with the normative belief could allow the reactive anger to have free reign without being ‘disowned’ by the agent. In fact, the agent could not only fail to be alienated from the anger; she may even be able to get herself into a position where she thinks that she is fully behind it. After all, even if a judgment that the anger is not desirable was formed, the agent can exclude this belief from bearing on her anger by her own lights through various acts of self-deception.49

Fourth Response. Eventually, though, the value-based theorist will have to draw the line somewhere, and the appropriate place seems to me to be when the following conditions obtain:
(i) The agent forms the all things considered judgment that this expression of reactive anger is undesirable.

(ii) The agent identifies with and hence is aligned with the norms operative in forming that judgment.

If both conditions obtain, then the valuationist has good reason to deny that there are cases in which expressions of reactive anger are not rejected or disowned.

8. Purported Counterexample: Competing Values

The second family of purported counterexamples to the sufficiency of a valuational approach to identification admittedly does receive far more detailed discussion from Bratman. Here is the first such case:

Suppose that you and I both like to drink alcohol. We both think that there is some value in drinking alcohol when that is what one wants to do. We have both reflected also on the impact of such drinking on our lives, and we both see that there would also be a certain value in systematically abstaining from alcohol. So far, we are alike. But suppose that you go on reflectively to reject your desire to drink alcohol whereas I do not. In what does your rejection consist? The answer offered by a Frankfurtian theory is that it consists in a higher-order, conative attitude . . . this Frankfurtian attitude is to some extent grounded in your judgment of the value of abstinence, but it goes beyond that judgment. You arrive at this higher-order attitude, but I do not; yet we share the cited judgments of value. The fact that your lingering desire to drink is one you disown does not consist solely in those judgments, but essentially involves a Frankfurtian attitude (2003a, p. 227-8).

Does such an example show that the valuational approach can’t tell a sufficient story about desire alienation?

One point to make is that it is consistent with the valuational approach that an agent be alienated from a desire in virtue of first forming a normative belief about its undesirability, and then having that belief directly cause the formation of a higher-order Frankfurtian attitude such as a self-governing policy. So long as the attitude is, to use Bratman’s language, ‘grounded’ entirely in the normative belief, it is clear that it is the belief and not the higher-order attitude which is responsible for the agent’s alienation from that first-order desire.
Bratman’s claim, however, is that in the above case the Frankfurtian attitude ‘goes beyond’ the judgment about the value of abstinence, and hence has a distinctive role of its own to play in securing alienation. Should we accept this? It is hard to know what to think here since at least three important details have been left out of the example:

(i) The strength of the first-order desire for alcohol in each of our lives.

(ii) The relative importance in each of our lives of the norms which favor abstinence as compared to the norms which permit drinking.51

(iii) The degree to which each of us is disposed to conform our desires to our evaluative outlooks, as opposed to letting our desires revise our norms.

Thus, for example, norms which favor abstinence might play a more central role in your life than mine, perhaps because they derive from prior norms about which you care a great degree more. As a result, while you also might see some value in drinking, it is clear to you that abstinence is all things considered highly desirable. Thus, you might reject your desire to drink and identify with your desire to refrain, whereas I might do the opposite because of the prior difference between us captured by (ii).52

Alternatively, suppose that our desires and value judgments are roughly similar, such that we both desire drinking more but initially value abstinence higher than drinking. Then you might judge that your particular desire to have a beer is normatively unacceptable, and given that you are disposed to conform your desires to your evaluative outlook, you reject this particular desire. I, on the other hand, may be such that I am prone to self-deception about what I really value (along the lines of the third response above), or am such that I let my strong desire for a beer allow for a momentary exception cause to be built into my norms (along the lines of the first response above). Either way, I end up accepting rather than rejecting my desire for the beer.
It might be thought that I am avoiding the most sympathetic reading of Bratman’s case, namely that we should understand the features mentioned in (i) through (iii) as being roughly equal in both of us, and yet it also is true that one of us rejects whereas the other accepts a desire to drink. In this version, then, it surely must be that one person’s acceptance and the other’s rejection is grounded at least in part in the higher-order Frankfurtian attitude.

Thus let us take up underdetermination cases in our final section.

9. Purported Counterexample: Underdetermination by Values

The third and final class of counterexamples on offer to the sufficiency of a valuational approach to desire identification concerns cases where the agent is (i) faced with genuine alternatives (such as drinking or abstinence) and yet (ii) does not form a comparative normative judgment about which alternative is better. Bratman mentions three variants of such cases:

(a) The alternatives are equal in value.
(b) The alternatives are such that the agent is uncertain as to how to rank order them.
(c) The alternatives are of no comparative value (2003a, p. 230-1).

But, Bratman says, it is also true that many times, “life must go on. One way for him to settle the issue would be to settle on a [higher-order Frankfurtian pro-attitude]” (2003, p. 230).

Bratman’s general point here is that there are cases in which, “the agent’s value judgments by themselves underdetermine his stance in response to the practical issues raised about how he is to live” (2003a, p. 231). What should the valuationist say in response?

As an aside, it is worth noting that underdetermination cases may cut against hierarchical theories as well. As Bratman himself acknowledges, settling on a higher-order pro-attitude is only one of several ways whereby an agent might respond to failed attempts at rank ordering the relevant values (2003a, p. 230-1). Nor does Bratman claim that an agent’s availing herself of one
of these alternative means would preclude her from identifying with the subsequent actions. As a result, it is difficult to see why higher-order pro-attitudes would be necessary in such cases, and hence difficult to see why the hierarchical approach in general and Bratman’s policy-based approach in particular can justifiably purport to be offering necessary conditions for desire identification.

More importantly, there still seems to be an important role for normative judgments to play in underdetermination cases. For when faced with a lack of clear guidance from his values, an agent needn’t immediately choose one of the relevant options over the others; he may instead prefer to spend time gathering further information which could serve to tip the normative balance in favor of a particular alternative. Alternatively, he may not care very much about any of the alternatives and simply disregard them altogether. Thus the valuationist might argue that it is only when the agent values settling the issue of which course of action to pursue, that he proceeds to avail himself of one of the means at hand for deciding in such a way that he can subsequently identify with the resulting action. Regardless of whether a higher-order Frankfurtian attitude is formed or not as a means in order to help arrive at a particular resolution, it is the value that the agent places in resolving the underdetermination which on this proposal serves to ground his alignment with the relevant desires and actions which are subsequently formed.

Thus I conclude that even in the cases Bratman takes to most strongly illustrate the need to supplement a valuational account of identification with higher-order pro-attitudes such as those found in (BR), it is by no means clear that such a move is actually required. And without it, his argument from illusion cannot even get off the ground.

10. Conclusion
In this paper I have tried to raise a number of serious problems for Michael Bratman’s recent work on identification. Bratman’s view represents the most sophisticated version of a hierarchical theory of desire identification, and if the objections above are indeed compelling, then perhaps it is time for us to rethink the merits of the hierarchical approach in general. My own view is that we should instead examine whether a value-based theory can provide an illuminating alternative to the hierarchical models which have dominated the discussion of identification for so many years.53
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